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ourselves. While the emergence of infections such as trated, and some of the few figures that are included
smallpox has been linked to the development of the better explained. Even the novels of B.B. Jorden manage
first numerically significant human communities, there to include a few drawings to illustrate, for example, the
seems to be little indication that these or other virus life cycle of the fictitious Eke virus.
infections have inhibited our desire to develop ever I also found some aspects of the text annoying. A few
larger, more densely populated and inter-linked commu- basic errors should have been caught, and figures on
nities. One only has to take a rush hour ride on a London the incidence of HIV infection are at odds with UNAIDS/
Underground train to be in viral heaven—in some re- WHO estimates. But perhaps more irksome is the view
spects it’s remarkable that some form of virulent agent prominent early in the book that virus evolution has been
has not taken advantage of this tremendous potential driven by some malign influence. This clearly does not
for transmission. fit with many situations in which viruses exist in well-
Perhaps the fact that our communities and habits adapted harmony with a host—the devastating emer-
provide such obvious opportunities for infectious agents gence of a virus often being due to some perturbation of
can be ascribed to a general lack of appreciation for such an arrangement. As far as humankind is concerned,
the nature of these organisms and how they operate. such perturbations are often a direct consequence of
As Dorothy H. Crawford points out at the beginning of our own challenge to biological or territorial boundaries.
this book, the popular press frequently confuse viral, As Crawford and others point out, the possible use of
bacterial, and cellular pathogens using the moniker pig organs containing endogenous retroviruses for
“bugs” and giving the impression that all infections can transplantation is a cause for concern. It is likely that
be treated with a good dose of antibiotic. With a view novel human viral pathogens will continue to emerge.
to providing some remedy for this situation, Crawford Whether these will derive from pigs or some other unex-
has written a short text for nonbiologists that addresses pected source remains to be seen.
what viruses are, how they differ from other infectious Nevertheless, someone wishing to gain a basic under-
agents, why epidemics emerge, how we can prevent standing of virology will do well to read this book. Per-
certain virus infections, and the reasons it has proven haps a few copies should be placed around the House
so difficult to fight others. This book offers little to those of Commons. It should be very clear after the events of
familiar with viruses, but it’s an easy read for the nonspe- the last few weeks and months that effective research
cialist and for those without a scientific background. Of might have gone some way to averting or alleviating the
course, a book of this size is not all embracing. It does problems and costs associated with the current FMDV
not attempt to cover all viruses that directly or indirectly epidemic.
affect us, nor does it cover all aspects of the infection
and pathogenesis of the viruses that are discussed. It Mark Marsh
does tend to focus on viruses that have been at the MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology
forefront of public attention. HIV, influenza, Epstein-Barr University College London
(the author’s own favorite), Herpes, polio, and the prion Gower Street
agents responsible for spongiform encephalopathies in- London WC1E 6BT
cluding BSE are all featured, as are frighteners such as United Kingdom
Ebola and Hanta virus.
Accessibility is perhaps the most important aspect of
this book. Many of the non-textbooks appearing in this
field recently have been sensational novels that set out Cellular Brake Pad Inspection
a nightmare scenario based loosely on something like
Ebola virus, but provide little insight into the biology of
this agent or any other virus. By contrast, tomes such
Tumor Suppressor Genes in Human Canceras Laurie Garrett’s The Coming Plague and Ed Hooper’s
Edited by D.E. FisherThe River, though detailed in the extreme, are mean
Totowa, NJ: Humana Press (2001). 386 pp. $125.00door stops not readily accessible to unqualified readers.
What the field really needs is a Hawkin or Jones to strike
the right popular cords. Though Crawford makes a good
The research field that focuses its attention on tumortry and in some respects succeeds, I can’t see this
suppressor genes (TSGs) is now about two decadesvolume becoming virology’s A Brief History of Time.
old. At present, it is in a period of consolidation, mostOne aspect that is disappointing is the illustrations.
of the major breakthroughs having been made in the lateThe only pictures of viruses are a few negative stain
1980s and early 1990s. Despite age and the pretenses ofelectron micrographs. The crystal structures that are
maturity, there is still little consensus as to what a TSG is.now available for many viruses, including FMDV, to-
Taking the broadest view, some would propose thatgether with images from cryo-, and more conventional
it is a gene whose product militates in some fashionthin section, electron microscopy are truly remarkable.
against the appearance of a tumor. Others propose thatA selection of these could have been used to both illus-
these cancer-antagonizing genes really fall into two ma-trate and give some sense that these agents are of
jor categories that are determined by function: genesinherent interest in their own rights. It should not be
that negatively regulate cell proliferation (including pro-forgotten that much of modern molecular genetics and
apoptotic genes) and those that act positively to main-cell biology is based on work with viruses. Viral struc-
tures and life cycles could also have been better illus- tain the integrity of the genome. In one nomenclature,
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the negative growth regulators have been termed “gate- now-duplicated allele harbors an inactivating mutation
keepers” while those involved in DNA and chromosome or suffers methylation that shuts down its expression.
maintenance have been called “caretakers” (Kinzler and With all this said, it remains that TSGs are vitally impor-
Vogelstein, Science 280, 1036–1037, 1998); loss of either tant to understanding the molecular mechanics of can-
type of gene favors cancer. Are both types of genes cer cells. Extensive research makes it abundantly clear
real TSGs? No nomenclature czar has appeared on the that the loss of TSG function is as important to the
scene to sweep away the fog. process of cancer pathogenesis as is the gain of onco-
The narrowest reading of the term TSG says that these gene function.
genes act negatively to regulate cell proliferation and David Fischer’s anthology of reviews Tumor Suppres-
that their expression, readily detectable in a normal tis- sor Genes in Human Cancer provides an up-to-date
sue, is lost when cancer cells arise from that tissue. At view of this very active research field. By now we know
one time, it seemed that the only way to lose expression of a rather short list of TSGs whose candidacy is no
of a TSG was to inactivate it genetically in the genome longer in doubt—genes like p53, Rb, p16, PTEN, NF1,
of the developing cancer cell. But over the past five WT-1, and 2, VHL. There are other genes whose inactiva-
years, it has become evident that TSG inactivation is tion, either in the germline or somatically, accelerates
achieved equally effectively through methylation and tumorigenesis because the loss of their functions leads
resulting transcriptional repression. to hypermutable genomes; included here are BRCA1
Because the criteria governing inclusion in the TSG and 2, the mismatch repair genes, the Fanconi anemia
class are so poorly established, many “candidate TSGs” genes, the ataxia telangiectasia gene ATM, and those
have been proposed over the past decade, most of associated with xeroderma pigmentosum (XP). Yet oth-
whose candidacies remain tentative. One favored route ers still wait in a no-man’s land, promoted by some,
to validate a candidate TSG gene is to test it functionally doubted by others for one or another of the reasons
by introducing it into a tumor cell. Reexpression of bona cited above. Included here are nm-23, DCC, KA1, and
fide TSGs in a tumor cell lacking the gene is known in TSP1.
many cases to stop the proliferation of this cell, even Most of these genes are addressed in this volume,
to induce its entrance into apoptosis. With this in mind, written by authorities in these fields, and to a very great
many have introduced their favorite candidate TSGs into extent presented in highly readable, well-organized
tumor cells and observed the same outcome. The pitfall chapters. These chapters provide the vital information
here is an obvious one: most genes, independent of that nonspecialists would need to enter into this com-
their normal mode of functioning, make cells unhappy plex field. One chapter, a bit out of place in this TSG
whenever they are expressed ectopically and at non- anthology, has been written by Alex Matter of Novartis;
physiologic levels. it provides a very good overview of how the research
Yet another criterion for proving TSG status is the into the molecular biology of cancer pathogenesis is
observed progressive downregulation of expression of currently being used to identify novel drug targets and,
a gene as a tissue evolves toward a neoplastic growth in turn, the development of a new generation of rationally
state. Here the researcher skates on even thinner ice. designed anticancer therapeutics. His agenda, after all,
Some genes may be expressed by only a subset of the represents the most important end-goal of all of this
cell types present in a normal tissue (e.g., a stromal cell research—exploiting insights into cancer’s molecular
in an epithelial tissue). As a tumor develops in this tissue, causes to generate new ways of treating the disease.
the representation of the different cell types in the histo-
logically complex tumor mass changes dramatically,
and the level of certain gene products may plummet Robert A. Weinberg
because the expressing cell type is underrepresented Whitehead Institute
in the overall tumor mass. Nine Cambridge Center
Downregulation of gene expression can be equally Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
misleading because of confusion between cause and
effect. If a bona fide TSG, operating as a master control-
ler, activates expression of dozens of downstream ef-
fectors to achieve its ends, do all of these effectors also Life and Death at the Hand
rise to the level of being TSGs? In the same vein, if a of Poly(ADP-Ribosyl)ationgrowth-promoting oncogene acts in part by shutting
down dozens of normally expressed genes, are all these
TSGs?
From DNA Damage and Stress Signaling toEven the ostensibly rigorous criteria offered by molec-
Cell Death: Poly ADP-Ribosylation Reactionsular genetics create traps. Because the second, still-
By G. De Murcia and S. Shallwild-type gene copy of a TSG is often discarded during
Oxford: Oxford University Press (2000). 238 pp. $125.00tumor progression through the process of loss of hetero-
zygosity (LOH), some TSGs have risen to prominence
simply because their chromosomal region suffers re-
Among the cell’s repertoire of posttranslational modifi-peated LOH in a series of tumors. But what if a neigh-
cations, poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) stands out as one ofboring gene, closely linked to the candidate TSG, hap-
the most dramatic. In response to DNA damage, cellspens to be the real target of elimination by LOH? The
gold standard here has been a finding that the surviving, synthesize long polymers of ADP-ribose onto protein
